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TOM Café is a great place to relax and refuel in a bright, airy
setting, surrounded by the remarkable history of the
Olympic Games.
TOM Café came into being with the Museum’s renovation
(at the end of 2013), which also saw the creation
of 3,000m2 of exhibition space equipped with the latest
technological innovations.
In warm weather, lunch or brunch on the terrace gives you the
chance to take in the superb view while tasting the dishes
concocted by chef Pascal Beaud’huin, who has been at the
reins of the Museum kitchen since 2003 (he started out at
Paul Bocuse’s restaurant in Lyon (FRA), before going to work
at Frédy Girardet and Philippe Rochat’s restaurant
in Crissier (CH)).

TOM CAFÉ OFFERS A DELICIOUS SELECTION OF FOOD
AND DRINK:
• An exquisite seasonal menu concocted by our chef;
• An assortment of lighter family favourites with our own
Olympic Museum twist;
• A tempting choice of wines from Switzerland and abroad;
• A tasty daily special at a great price;
• Seating areas for private groups.

• 1 00 seats inside;
• 9 0 seats outside on the terrace overlooking Lake Geneva
and the Alps;
• Dish of the day from CHF 18;
• Weekend brunch buffet: CHF 45/adult,
for children under 12, CHF 2 for each year of the child’s age;
• Weekday table service from 12 to 2.30 p.m.,
snacks available in the afternoon;
• Weekend brunch buffet from 11.30 a.m. to 2.30 p.m.
• Booking: +41 21 621 67 08

10 a.m. to 6 p.m.: from 16 October to 30 April (Tuesday
to Sunday); closed on Mondays (except Easter Monday
or for special events), 25 December and 1 January.

TOM Café is accessible directly after visiting the Museum, or
without having to go through the exhibition areas. It can
also be hired for evening functions for groups of 40 or more.
More info here.
TOM CAFÉ OPENING TIMES:
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.: from 1 May to 15 October (daily)

Our dishes are seasoned with a dash of
humour, with the names
inspired by Olympic vocabulary:
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Starting Block for the starters;
Fish Style for fish dishes;
No Li-Meats for meat dishes;
and salads named after Games host cities.
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TOM Café offers an unlimited brunch buffet every Saturday and Sunday from
11 a.m. to 2.30 p.m. From traditional braided bread to fresh vegetables,
fish and assorted cured meats, the starter, main course and dessert
selection varies with the seasons and when new ideas take the chef’s fancy.
Delicious brunch!!! – (5/5)
“The unlimited weekend brunch is
simply sublime! You’ll get fresh,
healthy and high-quality food, with
everything you’d expect to find
in a buffet: cold starters, salads, hot
dishes and a range of succulent
desserts. The views over Lake Geneva
are stunningly beautiful, so try to
sit outside when the weather’s nice to
get even more out of this
delightful experience.”
Very good restaurant – (5/5)
“Beautiful setting and beautifully
decorated, with breathtaking views
over the lake. The service is efficient
and professional, and the food is
sophisticated and well prepared.”
Did you know?
As part of the IOC’s sustainability strategy, TOM Café has
made concrete commitments towards integrating sustainability principles into its activities: it has obtained the highest
level of ECOCOOK Sustainable Restaurant certification.
Restaurants Durables. More information here .
TOM Café has also become a partner restaurant of the
Too Good To Go initiative, which aims to reduce food waste
by enabling shops and restaurants to sell food items
that have gone unsold at the end of the day at lower prices.
Booking: +41 21 621 67 08 – tomcafe@olympic.org
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